Using the high resolution spectra secured with the Nasmyth Echelle Spectrograph NES of the 6 meter telescope we analysed the hydrogen-deficient binary star KS Per. The atmospheric parameters derived are: T eff = 9500±300 K, log g = 2.0±0.5, and ξ t = 9.5±0.5 km s −1 . The hydrogen deficiency is H/He = 3·10 −5 , iron abundance is reduced by 0.8 dex, nitrogen abundance is very high [N/Fe] = 1.4, but carbon and oxygen abundances are low. The star luminosity is log L/L ⊙ = 3.3. A complex absorption and emission structure of the Na I D doublet was revealed. We suggest that the emission component forms in the circumbinary gaseous envelope.
INTRODUCTION
Studies of the hydrogen-deficient binaries are interesting as these objects could be the progenitors of type Ia (Iben & Tutukov, 1993; Parthasarathy et al. 2007) or type Ib (Uomoto 1986) supernovae. Only four hydrogen-poor close binaries (HdBs) are currently known, which indicates that these objects are very rare. The primary components in HdBs are hydrogen-poor low-gravity A-F stars transferring matter to a secondary star. The high luminosity is provided by their helium-burning shell around a CO core. Nature of more massive but less luminous secondaries is unclear since their spectra are detected only in far UV spectral region. The hydrogen-deficiency of HdBs is believed to be due to case BB mass transfer in a binary system where the primary loses mass for a second time as it evolves through He burning in shell (Delgado & Thomas 1981) . The most famous star among HdBs is υ Sagittarii. That star was the first one for which the spectra of both components were seen by Dudley & Jeffery (1990) who deconvolved the IUE 115-320 nm spectra. They determined the orbits, the mass ratio and the minimum mass for the primary. Their results of the minimum mass indicate that υ Sgr could be a progenitor of SN Ib.
A semi-regular pulsating star KS Per(≡HD 30353 ≡Bidelman's star) was also found to be markedly deficient in hydrogen and to be a spectroscopic binary (Bidelman, 1950) , and so the member of this small group. The pulsations which cause the semiregular light variations with a period of about 30 days were found by Osawa, Nishimura & Nariai (1963) .
KS Per is an optical counterpart of an IR-source IRAS 04453+4311 (its IRAS-fluxes are given in Table 1 ). Dudley & Jeffery (1993) modelled the star's infrared flux and estimated the effective temperature of its circumstellar dust T eff = 1100 K. Presence of hot circumstellar dust indicates recent or current mass loss. Indeed, Parthasarathy et al. (1990) analysed UV spectra (IUE) of KS Per and found shortwardshifted stellar wind profiles of various species. The terminal velocity from N V, C IV and Si IV lines reaches −650 km s −1 . The Mg II doublet has P Cygni profile with v term = −415 km s −1 . Other lines show shifts about −200 km s −1 . The large blueshifts are presented also in optical region by the Hα line in our spectra (Fig. 1) . Margoni et al. (1988) studied radial velocities of KS Per and combining their own data with the earlier published ones they determined the orbital period of 362.8 d, semiamplitude K = 48±2 km s −1 , and mass function F (m) = 3.6±0.4 M ⊙ . Although the mass function is relatively high, they did not find any trace of the companion spectrum in the optical region.
The presence of highly ionized species (N V and C IV) together with the UV-excess in the flux shortward of 180 nm suggest that the companion is an early B-type star. The mass-function F (m) values derived from the single-lined spectroscopic orbits suggest that the primaries of hydrogen-poor close binaries may have CO core masses about 1-1.3 M ⊙ with extended outer envelopes. They may be in the post-AGB phase (Parthasarathy et al. 2007 ). The secondaries may have masses 3-4 M ⊙ . From the early observations of KS Per no radiation from the secondary was found. This led Zeldovich & Guseinov (1966) to suppose that it is a collapsed star.
Whether KS Per is a supergiant, as the spectroscopic criteria show, is not definitely known (Bidelman 1950) . Bidelman found from the interstellar reddening E(B −V ) = 0.44 the distance about 2 kpc which means that the star is rather luminous supergiant (M V ≈ −5 m ). Most of the hydrogen deficient stars are rich in carbon (see, for example, Kipper & Klochkova 2005 , 2006 , but KS Per is not despite its spectrum resembles that of R CrB stars. In order to obtain accurate chemical abundances we performed high resolution spectral observa-tions covering large spectral region. The results are reported in the following.
SPECTRAL OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTION
Our high resolution spectra (R = 60000) were obtained with the Nasmyth Echelle Spectrograph NES (Panchuk et al. 2007 ) permanently located at the Nasmyth focus of Russian 6 meter telescope. The spectrograph was equipped with an image slicer (Panchuk et al. 2007) . As a detector a CCD camera with 2048 × 2048 pixels (15 × 15µm, readout noise 7e − ) produced by the Copenhagen University Observatory was used. The spectral regions 521-668 nm were registered on August, 31 2007 (JD 2454344) and 394-540 nm on September, 01 2007 (JD 2454345). The spectra cover 394-668 nm without gaps until 610 nm. To increase the signal to noise ratio 8 individual exposures with exposure time 1800 sec were obtained.
The spectra were reduced using the NOAO astronomical data analysis facility IRAF. The use of image slicer results in three parallel strips of spectra in each order. These strips are wavelength shifted. Therefore all strips were reduced separately, linearized in the wavelength and coadded. We checked the accuracy of this procedure (Kipper & Klochkova 2005) and found that the wavelengths of the terrestial lines in the stellar spectrum were reproduced within a few 0.001Å-s.
The spectra were radial velocity corrected due to the solar motion using IRAF task "rvcorrect". After that all the spectra were coadded. The continuum was placed by fitting low order spline functions through the manually indicated points in every order.
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

Radial velocity
For spectroscopic binaries the radial velocity is an important parameter. Based on our high S/N and high resolution spectra covering large wavelength interval the accurate radial velocity was measured for the observed orbital phase. First, the 8 lines listed by Margoni et al. (1988) were identified. From those the Hδ line and a Mg II doublet were excluded due to serious blending. The remaining 6 lines provide a provisional radial velocity −31.9 ± 1.4 km s −1 . With this velocity the other lines were identified. Due to low continuous opacity the number of lines in KS Per spectrum is much larger than in normal stellar spectra making the blending of serious issue. Using the most symmetrical and presumably unblended Fe II lines (32 lines) the heliocentric radial velocity v ⊙ = −32.3 ± 1.7 km s −1 was determined. No dependence of Vr on line formation depth was found. To get the velocity relative to LSR the correcion −5.08 km s −1 should be added. The systemic heliocentric radial velocity of about +3 km s −1 was found by Margoni et al. (1988) . That velocity agrees with the pattern of Galactic plane rotation in direction of KS Per (Dame et al. 2001) for distances less than 1 kpc. In Fig. 1 the very strong Na I D doublet is plotted in velocity scale. Danziger et al. (1967) have used these lines for finding the interstellar (IS) reddening towards KS Per assuming that the radial velocity of the IS line is about +5 km s −1 . This is clearly not the case as in Fig. 1 the lines are blueshifted by more than 20 km s −1 . In Bidelman's paper (1950) these lines were found to be redshifted by about 25 km s −1 . This radial velocity variation shows that these lines are of circumstellar origin. Note the P Cygni profile of red wings. Emission components of the Na I D lines are at the nearly zero radial velocity which agrees with the systemic velocity. Therefore we propose that this emission forms in the circumbinary gaseous envelope.
Model atmospheres
Early estimates of chemical composition of KS Per by Wallerstein et al. (1967) and Nariai (1967) showed that the atmosphere is very hydrogen-poor H/He≈ 10 −4 (by number). The abundance of carbon compared to that of nitrogen is also low. Logarithmic abundances by numbers found by Wallerstein et al. (1967) were He=11.6, C=6.2, and N=9.2. Dudley & Jeffery (1993) have also found that carbon abundance in HdBs is lower than in extreme helium stars.
Such hydrogen-deficient atmospheric models were computed in Armagh Observatory using the code STERNE ). These models take into account both hydrogen-deficiency and metalline blanketing. From Armagh Observatory database the He+N models grid h00he99n003 was chosen for the present analysis (see the Webaddress http://star.arm.ac.uk).
Atmospheric parameters
Spectral type of KS Per is A5Iap (SIMBAD database). For normal stars this would correspond to T eff = 8600 K and log g = 2.0. But, as Danziger et al. (1967) have noted, when the lines are greatly enhanced by low opacity, the approximate spectral type cannot be used to infer the effective temperature or absolute magnitude with high accuracy. Early estimate by Nariai (1963) using photometry and line blanketing data is T eff = 8400 K. The same autor (Nariai 1967) found using hydrogen-deficient model atmospheres T eff = 11000±1000 K, log g = 1±1, and ξ t = 18 km s −1 . At the same time Wallerstein et al. (1967) also analysed the star and found ionization temperature T ion = 10080 K. They let T ion = T eff . Danziger et al. (1967) used interstellar polarization and reddening and obtained for KS Per T eff = 10000 K, log g = 2.0, Dudley & Jeffery (1993) analysed all four hydrogen-deficient close binaries modelling their flux distribution. The model atmospheres were calculated with the assumed abundances: n H = 0.0002, n He = 0.998, n C = 0.00007, and n N = 0.02. For KS Per they obtained parameters: T eff = 12500±500 K, E B−V = 0.55±0.10, and d = 3.9 kpc. Recently Pandey (2006) estimated T eff = 10500 K, log g = 1.5, and ξ t = 10 km s −1 . We started with this last estimate. Forcing the excitation and ionization equilibriae of Fe I and Fe II we ended up with T eff = 9500±300 K and log g = 2.0±0.5. For this procedure we were forced to extrapolate Armagh atmospheric models towards lower temperatures by 1000 K. For the microturbulent parameter we got somewhat different values for Fe I and Fe II 8.3 and 9.4 km s −1 respectively. Other elements lines were best fitted with similar microturbulent velocity values. We adopted the weighted by the number of used lines mean microturbulent velocity ξ t = 9.5 ± 0.5 km s −1 . This is considerably lower value than 18 km s −1 found by Nariai (1967) . For υ Sgr Leushin (2001) found ξ t = 8 ÷ 12 km s −1 depending on spectral region.
Hydrogen content
The hydrogen to helium ratio was estimated by Wallerstein et al. (1967) 
Abundances
The abundances of other elements were derived with the help of Kurucz's program WIDTH5 together with the Armagh hydrogendeficient model atmospheres. The sources of oscillator strengths are indicated in the Table 2 , where the results are listed. Measured equivalent widths of lines, used oscillator strengths and derived abundances are listed in Table 4 . For most lines the oscillator strengths by Thevenin (1989 Thevenin ( , 1990 ) and for C, N and O the data by Wiese et al. (1996) were used.
When the hydrogen is no longer the most abundant element, the usual scale, where the logarithmic abundance of hydrogen is 12.00, is no more convenient. In WIDTH5 the abundances are determined relative to total number of atoms. In the extremely hydrogen-poor case this is the number of He atoms which in logarithmic scale should be taken 11.54 if one wishes to normalize log Σµ i ε(i) = 12.15 as in the solar case.
The low hydrogen abundance and consequently low continuous opacity leads to very large number of lines in stars spectrum. This in turn makes difficult to find nonblended lines for abundance determinations and increases the errors. The errors indicated in Table 2 are due to differing results from different lines. The systematic errors due to errors in T eff , log g and ξ t , found by changing these parameters, are less than these indicated errors.
First of all, the results show that KS Per is metal poor with the mass fraction of Fe reduced by 0.8 dex in accord with Nariai (1967) finding that the abundances of metals are about 10 −2 ÷ 10 −3 times that of α Cyg. The abundance of He, checked using 5 He I lines, is 11.54 ± 0.23. No C I or C II lines were reliably identified. Only a C I line at 477.174 nm, which in the solar spectrum is blended with a Fe I line, was measured providing C abundance of 7.5. This is less than the input abundance. The He abundance also provides a circumstancial evidence for low carbon abundance. If the input C abundance is raised by 0.3 dex, the needed He abundance should be raised by 0.1 dex. The oxygen abundance is also low. Nitrogen is enhanced by large amount indicating that the surface material is primarily CNO processed. The s−process produced elements seem to be enhanced but just at the amount not exceeding the determination errors which are comparatively large due to small number of used lines and heavy blending.
Recall that the star studied is an counterpart of an IR-source. For such an object with a dusty-gaseous circumstellar envelope one could expect that the chemical abundances pattern is modified by selective separation processes. For example, a part of Fe deficit could be caused by gas-dust separation. The position of the star very close to the Galactic plane and its proper motion permit us to propose that it belongs to Pop. I and has normal metallicity. The CNO-triad, zink and sulfur are unaffected by selective fractioning processes. Since the abundances of CNO may vary due to nuclear reactions in the course of the star's evolution, the behaviour of Zn and S are critical for finding the efficiency of selective depletion. According to Wheller et al. (1989) and Timmes et al. (1995) the Zn abundance varies together with the Fe abundance over a wide range of metallicity and could be used as criterion of initial star metallicity.
Unfortunately, when studying the abundance of Zn in KS Per we encountered the difficulties which we were not able to overcome. Two stronger Zn I lines at 481.054 and 636.235 nm were found at the wavelengths 481.010 and 636.165 nm corresponding to radial velocities -32.9 and -33.0 km s −1 . The measured equivalent widths 23.0 and 22.3 pm, however, correspond to abundances of 5.97 and 6.22 in the scale of Table 2 , when the oscillator strengths by Biémont & Godefroid (1980) were used. Solar abundance of zinc is about 4.6. Therefore we sup-posed that these lines do not belong to Zn I but we were not able to identify their origin.
We searched also for a weaker Zn I line at 472.216 nm and found a line at 472.152 nm with W λ =1.3 pm. This will give the abundance 4.32 of zinc. However, the corresponding radial velocity is -40.6 km s −1 , which is much too different from the mean found from other lines.
The relative abundance of volatile element sulfur [S/Fe] in the atmosphere of KS Per is within the errors close to the solar one. In order to verify additionally the possible depletion pattern we plotted relative abundances [El/Fe] from Table 2 versus condensation temperature T cond (Lodders 2003) (Fig. 5) . No significant relation between T cond and abundances was found. Thus we do not see any trace of selective separation in the circumstellar envelope of KS Per.
In the other HdB υ Sgr iron was found to be slightly overabundant (Leushin 2001) . But the position of υ Sgr in the Galaxy is completely different from KS Per.
Luminosity
Bidelman (1950) m , and 0.30< E(B − V ) <0.45 in according with Danziger et al. (1967) . This means that E(B − V )≈0.35 is fairly well established.
The systemic heliocentric radial velocity of KS Per is about +3 km s−1 (Margoni et al. 1988) or v LSR = 0. This means that the distance to KS Per is probably less than 1 kpc as the velocities due to galactic rotation in that direction are negative. According to Dame et al. (2001) the CO emission in direction of KS Per has a zero velocity component corresponding to local gas.
According to numerical code for galactic extinction by Hakkila et al. (1997) A V reaches 1.5 ± 0.4 already at the distance 1 kpc. With R ∼ 3.1 this corresponds to E(B − V ) = 0.48 indicating that the distance should be less than 1 kpc. Therefore we end up with the estimate M V ≈ −3.3 m and log L/L ⊙ ≈ 3.3.
CONCLUSION
We have found that the chemical composition of metal-and hydrogen-deficient pulsating star KS Per corresponds to the material which is primarily CNO processed without indications of triple−α processing. During the CNO processing nitrogen is enhanced at the expense of carbon and oxygen. This happens during the first and second dredgeup and one could not decide whether the star has passed the second dredge-up. Soon after that the star will burn He sporadically via the triple−α process. The low carbon abundance shows that the donor star had not yet experienced the third dredge-up. In this sense it differs from the other group of hydrogen-poor stars -extreme helium stars (EHes) in which the the carbon abundance is considerably enhanced.
Abundances in KS Per are quite close to the ones in its sibling υ Sgr except the abundance of neon and iron. In KS Per the Ne abundance is nearly normal but in υ Sgr it is greatly enhanced (Leushin et al. 1998 ). This indicates that KS Per is in somewhat earlier evolutionary phase than υ Sgr.
In Table 3 we compare the abundances in KS Per with the ones in a cool extreme helium star LS IV-14 o 109 with close atmospheric parameters (T eff = 9500 K, log g = 0.9 and Fe abundance) (Pandey et al. 2001) ). Chemical abundances pattern of KS Per as a whole, with the exception of CNO-group, resembles that of EHes. Excess of heavy metalls (Y, Zr and Ba) is, however, not statiscally significant. Note also very high abundance of o 109 compared to KS Per at close metallicity of both stars.
Opposite to a pair of HdBs KS Per and υ Sgr, EHes are not binary systems and do not show the infrared excess. According to one popular scenario EHes could be produced by merging of a He white dwarf with a CO white dwarf. HdBs cannot be regarded as precursors of EHes as the mass of the components would be above the Chandrasekhar limit and rather a supernova event may result (Morrison 1988) .
We revealed a complex emission + absorption profile of the Na I D and suggest that the emission component forms in the circumbinary gaseous envelope. To obtain more realistic interpretation of the Na I D doublet profile one needs both spectral monitoring and spectropolarimetry with high spectral resolution. Based on photoelectric polarimetric observations, Pfeiffer & Koch (1973) reported that KS Per possess significant and variable degree of polarization, P = 1.84 ÷ 2.18%.
We have found that the luminosity of KS Per is log L/L ⊙ ≈ 3.3 which together with T eff = 9500 K corresponds to spectral type A2II. This is somewhat different from the result of direct spectral classification A5Iap (SIMBAD data base). Again, compared to υ Sgr with M V = −4.8 ± 1.0 (Kameswara Rao & Venugopal 1985) KS Per is less luminous. This research has made use of the SIMBAD database, operated at CDS, Strasbourgh France. Wiese et al. (1996) , 3 Thevenin (1989 3 Thevenin ( , 1990 , 4 van Hoof (1999), 5 Artru et al. (1981) . 
